WELCOME TO MY WORLD

VICTORIA VYNN™ – an American brand of top quality products for nail artists.

The modern and trendy formulas offer unlimited possibilities for decoration, creating nail art designs and working with the product in the salon. When creating new collections of products for nail care and decoration we draw from the latest trends from NYC – the world capital of fashion and design.
NEW SUPER CREAMY HYBRID
GLAMOUR LOOK
BYE BYE ACETONE

CREAMY HYBRID POLISH
SAFE FOR HANDS AND NAILS
SAFE FOR THE STYLIST
FORMULA WITHOUT AN IRRITATING ODOR
CREAMY CONSISTENCY
WITH SELF-LEVELING PROPERTIES
100% COVERAGE AFTER THE FIRST LAYER
GLASS NAILS EFFECT
INTENSE SHINE UNTIL REMOVAL
SUPER LONG LASTING UP TO 4 WEEKS
3 STEP: BASE, COLOR, TOP
CURED IN A LED LAMP IN 30 SECONDS
BRUSH – THE TYPE AND LENGTH
OF BRISTLES ESPECIALLY DESIGNED
FOR THE PURE POLISH
ACETO REMOVER
Acetone based
Removes manicure in just 8 minutes
Enriched with castor oil, which effectively protects nails from drying out
Pleasant creamy vanilla fragrance

Alcohol based product - not on acetone!
Safer for the nail plate
Protects against excessive dryness
Has antibacterial and antiseptic properties
Removes the nail design in approx. 15 minutes
For filing with a nail file

INNOVATION
Bye Bye Acetone!
For removal of Pure manicures
Alcohol based product - not on acetone!
Safer for the nail plate
Protects against excessive dryness
Has antibacterial and antiseptic properties
Removes the nail design in approx. 15 minutes
For filing with a nail file

DEHYDRATOR & CLEANSER
For degreasing the nail plate and washing the finished nail design
Removed dirt and moisture from the nail plate
Degreases
Neutralizes the pH
Improves adhesion
Removes the dispersion layer
Gives a superb shine

1000 ml / 33.75 fl.oz, ref. 330229
60 ml / 2.03 fl.oz, ref. 330317

ALCO REMOVER
INNOVATION
First Hybrid Removed with Alcohol
For removal of Pure manicures
Alcohol based product - not on acetone!
Safer for the nail plate
Protects against excessive dryness
Has antibacterial and antiseptic properties
Removes the nail design in approx. 15 minutes
For filing with a nail file

1000 ml / 33.75 fl.oz, ref. 330230
60 ml / 2.03 fl.oz, ref. 330318

PURE DUO PREP
2in1
Dual-use liquid
DEHYDRATOR & CLEANSER
For degreasing the nail plate and washing the finished nail design
Removed dirt and moisture from the nail plate
Degreases
Neutralizes the pH
Improves adhesion
Removes the dispersion layer
Gives a superb shine

FIRST HYBRID REMOVED WITH ALCOHOL

pure ALCO REMOVER
INNOVATION
Bye Bye Acetone!
For removal of Pure manicures
Alcohol based product - not on acetone!
Safer for the nail plate
Protects against excessive dryness
Has antibacterial and antiseptic properties
Removes the nail design in approx. 15 minutes
For filing with a nail file

1000 ml / 33.75 fl.oz, ref. 330229
60 ml / 2.03 fl.oz, ref. 330317

pure ACETO REMOVER
Acetone based
Removes manicure in just 8 minutes
Enriched with castor oil, which effectively protects nails from drying out
Pleasant creamy vanilla fragrance

60 ml / 2.03 fl.oz, ref. 330318
HYBRID

3 PHASE

HYBRID SYSTEM EASY REMOVAL
HYBRID BASE/ COLOR / HYBRID TOP

A DURABLE AND EASILY REMOVABLE DESIGN

- A thin and flexible design for a natural nail plate
- Over 2 weeks design durability
- Application and removal without filing, only a 7-10 min compress

APPLICATION AND REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS

APPLICATION

1. Depress the nail plate with NAIL PREP START MANICURE
2. Apply HYBRID BASE, cure UV/LCD, LED-30 sec.
3. Apply 2 layers of COLOR, cure each of them UV/LCD, LED-30 sec.
4. Apply HYBRID TOP, cure UV/LCD, LED-30 sec.
5. Wipe the design with CLEANER FINISH MANICURE

REMOVAL

1. Apply REMOVER UV/LED compress, wrap in foil and press with a NAIL CLIP
2. Remove the compress after approx. 10 min, remove what remains with a wood cuticle pusher
HYBRID

4 PHASE

SOAK OFF SYSTEM
TAPE BOND/ BASE/ COLOR/ TOP

EXTENDED ADHESION
AND INCREASED DESIGN
DURABILITY

- Design durability – like gel – up to 4 weeks
- Especially recommended for the so-called difficult nail plate
- Removal by filing the top and a compress takes approx. 15 min.
- Application with TAPE BOND

APPLICATION AND REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS

APPLICATION

Degrease the nail plate with NAIL PREP START MANICURE
Apply TAPE BOND SOAK-OFF, wait for approx. 30 seconds, do not cure in a lamp
Apply BASE SOAK-OFF, cure each of them UV/LED, LED-30 sec.
Apply TOP SOAK-OFF, cure UV/LED, LED-30 sec.
Wipe the design with CLEANSER FINISH MANICURE

REMOVAL

Remove the TOP SOAK-OFF with a nail file
Apply a REMOVER UV/LED compress, wrap in foil and press with a NAIL CUP
Remove the compress after approx. 15 min, remove what remains with a wood cuticle pusher
3 HYBRID EASY REMOVAL

GEL POLISH HYBRID BASE
- A gentle formula for the natural nail plate
- Nail polish like consistency
- Easy and even application
- Retains flexibility and elasticity of the nail plate

ref. 330242, 8ml / .27 fl.oz

GEL POLISH HYBRID TOP
- Preserves and protects the design
- Nail polish like consistency
- Gives the design an intense shine
- Has a dispersion layer
- Doesn’t require filing during removal

ref. 330243, 8ml / .27 fl.oz

GEL POLISH COLOR
- Two thin layers provide ideal coverage and color depth
- Medium thick consistency, doesn’t drip
- Even application with a flat brush
- A wide variety of over 100 colors: classic enamel, pearl, glitter, PASTEL, NEON, semi transparent

TO BE USED WITH THE HYBRID AND SOAK OFF SYSTEMS

4 HYBRID SOAK OFF

GEL POLISH SOAK OFF TAPE BOND
- Essential for GEL POLISH SOAK OFF design
- Doesn’t require matting the nail plate
- Combines the natural nail plate with the base coat
- It’s a base for the whole design
- An acid-free primer, doesn’t etch the nail plate
- Leaves a sticky layer after application on the nail plate
- Not to be used with a lamp! Wait 30 sec. before applying the base coat

ref. 330110, 8ml / .27 fl.oz

GEL POLISH SOAK OFF BASE
- A self-leveling gel base with low viscosity
- Evens out and masks uneven
- Nail plates
- Protects the nail plate from discoloration
- Facilitates application of the color

ref. 330108, 8ml / .27 fl.oz

GEL POLISH SOAK OFF TOP
- A self-leveling gel top with low viscosity
- Gives a hard finish, a high shine, protects the design
- Contains UV filters
- Has a dispersion layer after curing
- Top to be filed before applying a compress

ref. 330109, 8ml / .27 fl.oz
MEGA BASE
HARD & LONG NAILS

NEW MEGA EFFECT

GEL POLISH
MEGA BASE
A MULTI-FUNCTION HYBRID BASE FOR:
LENGTHENING THE NATURAL NAIL PLATE ON A TEMPLATE
REBUILDING DAMAGED AND BRITTLE NAILS
STRENGTHENING WEAK AND SOFT NAILS

› Extends the natural nail plate by 2-3 mm
› Its thick consistency makes it easy to build
› a C-curve, while giving full control of application without dripping or running into the cuticle
› A flexible, scratch-resistant base
› Gives nails a natural look and the desired shape does not yellow
› GP Tape Bond is recommended for use with oily nails
ref. 330338, 8ml / .27 fl.oz
GEL POLISH SOAK OFF
TOP NO WIPE

- A top which doesn’t require wiping the dispersion layer
- Not recommended for light colors, adds depth to dark colors
- A high and intense design shine for up to 3 weeks
- Do not use on a natural nail plate
- Protect from UV rays and sun light

ref. 330249, 8ml / .27 fl.oz

GEL POLISH MATT TOP SOAK OFF

- Gives the whole nail plate or decorations a trendy, matt look
- A self-leveling milk colored gel top
- Has a dispersion layer after curing
- Top to be filed before applying a compress
- Do not use on a natural nail plate

ref. 330186, 8ml / .27 fl.oz

SALON NAIL PREP START MANICURE

NAIL PLATE DEGREASING LIQUID

- Cleans and degreases the nail plate
- Increases design adhesion
- Has an antibacterial and antifungal effect

ref. 330166; 1000 ml/33.75 fl.oz
ref. 330169; 150 ml/5.06 fl.oz
ref. 330347; 60 ml/2.03 fl.oz - empty

SALON NAIL PREP START MANICURE

DISPERSION LAYER REMOVAL LIQUID

- For wiping and removing the dispersion layer
- Gives a high shine to all designs
- With a fresh bergamot and verbena scent

ref. 330167; 1000 ml/33.75 fl.oz
ref. 330170; 150 ml/5.06 fl.oz
ref. 330348; 60 ml/2.03 fl.oz - empty

SALON NAIL PREP START MANICURE

LIGHT CURED DESIGN REMOVER

- Effectively removes the design as a compress
- Protects the nail plate from drying
- With a fresh bergamot and verbena scent

ref. 330168; 1000 ml/33.75 fl.oz
ref. 330171; 150 ml/5.06 fl.oz
ref. 330349; 60 ml/2.03 fl.oz - empty

5 OILS COMPLEX NAIL CARE OIL
96% NATURAL OILS

- Nourishes and regenerates the cuticles
- Strengthens and smooths the nail plate
- For a natural nail plate and as a manicure finish
- Facilitates massages
- For hands and feet
- In a drop
- Absorbs well, doesn’t leave a greasy film

30ml/1.1 fl.oz; ref. 330157

CUTICLE AWAY PRODUCT FOR CUTICLE REMOVAL

- Intensively softens and moisturizes
- Doesn’t affect the nail plate
- Doesn’t drip – gel formula
- Doesn’t increase the volume of the nail, as is the case with a water bath
- Application reduces manicure time
- Bottle with a brush facilitates application

ref. 330158; 10ml / .34 fl.oz
5 OILS COMPLEX NAIL CARE OIL
96% NATURAL OILS

- Nourishes and regenerates the cuticles
- Strengthens and smoothes the nail plate
- For a natural nail plate and as a manicure finish
- Facilitates massages
- For hands and feet
- In a drop
- Absorbs well, doesn’t leave a greasy film

ref. 330361, 9ml/.30 fl.oz

ULTRA STRONG NAILS
STRONGER NAILS IN 1 WEEK
X-TREME HARDENER

- An ultra-strong conditioner which strengthens and hardens weak and splitting nails
- Exceptional formula is able to reconstruct the brittle nail plate, building a strong and shiny surface
- Improve durability
- Increase in nail strength is possible thanks to special polymers which bind with the nail’s natural keratin
- Daily use restores moisture and natural elasticity to the nail plate, strengthening it at the same time

ref. 330362, 9ml/.30 fl.oz
SMART WHITE

- Multifunctional, white gel for creating an original and durable design:
  - ideal thin lines, ornaments, lace, dots
  - a precise line in a French manicure
  - Easily mixes with other gels and hybrid gel polishes,
  - Which gives an unlimited pallet of colors and shades
  - Medium thick consistency „smart white”
  - Doesn’t drip off the nail plate
  - Ideal coverage due to high color pigmentation and stability
  - Acid-free
  - Doesn’t shrink during curing

BUILD GEL UV/LED

- Self-leveling and flexible
- Easy to file and adjust
- Acid-free
- Odorless
- Medium density
- Non-yellowing formula which guarantees color stability
- Provides comfort during application and quick and easy achievement of the desired effect of modeling the nail plate into a chosen classic shape: square, oval, almond, gothic almond or innovative shapes: edge, stiletto, pipe.

50 ml / 1.69 fl.oz.; 15 ml / .5 fl.oz.
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

For preparing the nail plate
Before applying gel or acrylic
Balances pH levels
Deacidifies and removes moisture
Recommended for “difficult”, oily nails
Increases adhesion

ref. 330143, 15ml/0.5 fl.oz

Increases adhesion of the subsequent layers of gel
Smoothes the nail plate
Increases durability

ref. 330141, 15ml/0.5 fl.oz
ref. 330142, 15ml/0.5 fl.oz

Protects the design
Provides a beautiful shine

ref. 330142, 15ml/0.5 fl.oz

A creamy gel for nail decoration
Offers vast opportunities for the creation of basic and advanced designs: one stroke, zhostovo, four favore, bas-relief, ombre effect
The creamy consistency enables the creation of precise designs
The color doesn’t self-level or drip
High pigmentation of each color
100% coverage without streaks
Doesn’t contain any harmful ingredients
Design durability up to several weeks
ART GEL 3D enables the creation of unlimited colors through mixing the gels together or with other light-cured products such as: UV/LED gel polish, colored gel
Nail decoration powders in 22 amazing, super trendy and insanely shiny shades:
- Mirror Effect
- Hologram
- Chameleon
- Shimmering Gold
- Snow Flake Effect
- Sparkling
- Multicolored Dots...

And many more!

Unique Trendy Dust Effect
No. 01 DUST MIRROR ref. 330257 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 02 DUST HOLO ref. 330258 2g  for dispersion layer (Top Soak Off)
No. 03 DUST BLUE ref. 330259 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 04 DUST GOLD ref. 330260 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 05 DUST GREEN ref. 330261 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 06 DUST VIOLET ref. 330262 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 07 DUST PURPLE ref. 330263 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 08 DUST HOLOGRAPHIC ref. 330319 2g  for dispersion layer (Top Soak Off)
No. 09 DUST PINK GLITTER ref. 330320 2g  for dispersion layer (Top Soak Off)
No. 10 DUST MARINE GLITTER ref. 330321 2g  for dispersion layer (Top Soak Off)
No. 11 DUST COPPER EFFECT ref. 330322 2g  for dispersion layer (Top Soak Off)
No. 12 DUST BRILLIANT GOLD ref. 330323 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 13 DUST BRILLIANT SILVER ref. 330324 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 14 DUST BRILLIANT PINK ref. 330325 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 15 DUST BRILLIANT BLUE ref. 330326 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 16 DUST BRILLIANT SPARK ref. 330327 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 17 DUST CHAMELEON GREEN ref. 330332 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 18 DUST CHAMELEON BLUE ref. 330333 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
No. 19 DUST GINGER ref. 330339 2g  for dry layer (Top No Wipe)
2IN1 LED LAMP
DESIGN CURING AND ANTI-AGING

- Improves the hand’s skin tone
- Restores elasticity, firmness and smoothness
- Stimulates the synthesis of protein, collagen and elastin
- Supports the skin’s metabolism and nutrition
- Blocks the effects of free radicals
- Stimulates natural regeneration processes
- Has a rejuvenating effect

ref. 330306

UV NAIL LAMP
UV TUNNEL LAMP
- Power 36 W
- Curing times: 120 i 180 sec.
- With a sliding base

ref. 330178

NAIL DRILL
MARATHON 3 CHAMPION
- Speed: up to 30,000 rpm
- Forward and reverse function (F/R switch)
- Foot and hand function (F/H switch)
- Twistlock handpiece
- Can be used with foot pedal for easy controlling
- Almost soundless
- Vibration is insignificant
- To use with bits with Ø 2 mm
- Designated holes to store bits on top of the filling machine
- Compact design
- Dimensions of the drill 11,6 x 15,5 x 8,5 cm
- Dimensions handpiece 2,75 x 15,5 cm

ref. 330405

UV/LED LAMP DUAL LIGHT 24W (9 LED)
- For UV/LED products
- Panel with 9 diodes
- Curing times: 30 and 60 seconds (motion sensor)
- Led wave length: 365 and 405 nm
- Diodes lifespan: 50 000 h
- Voltage range: 220 – 240 V, 50/60 Hz

ref. 330372

UV/LED LAMP DUAL LIGHT
- Curing gel polish UV/LED
- Power 24/48W
- 30 pcs led bulbs including 30 double diodes
- Wavelength light: 365 nm and 405 nm
- Curing time 5s.,30s.,60s
- Hand sensor activated
- Input power: 100-240V 50/60 Hz
- Weight lamp: 800g

ref. 330248

CURING TIMES
- 30 s., 60 s., 90 s.: cures and has ANTI-AGING PROPERTIES
- Purple and Red LIGHTS
- 600 s.: anti-aging hand therapy: RED LIGHT

ref. 330306
SILICONE PAD

- Table protection
- Non-slip
- Resistant to acetone
- Easy to clean
- Dimensions: 40x30 cm
- For taking nail design photographs
  ref. 330184

MANICURE HAND REST

- Silicone, removable cover with logo
- Easy to maintain cleanliness
- White and black
- Dimensions: 220x 80x50 mm
  ref. 330181 - BLACK
  ref. 330180 - WHITE

NAIL FORM BASIC

- For creating salon nails with gel and acrylic systems
- Lengthens the nail plate with hybrid Mega Base
- Internal grooves help place the mold perfectly and form the desired tunnel shape
- Adhesive chosen specifically for the thickness and type of paper
- Holds its shape perfectly during styling
  ref. 330346 - 100 szt
  ref. 330350 - 400 szt

NAIL FILES

- For different styling techniques
- Long lasting and durable
- Can be disinfected and gently washed
- Stearate coated to prevent the wearing down of abrasive material on the nail file
  ref. 330160
  ref. 330161
  ref. 330162
  ref. 330163
  ref. 330164
  ref. 330165
  ref. 330159
  ref. 330115
  ref. 330116

COSMETIC APRON

- The apron is made of material that protects against dirt, dust and preparations used.
- Easy to keep clean.
- The apron has got two large, spacious and usable pockets and adjustment neck strap.
- Metal elements add elegance.
- One size fits all.
  ref. 330244 GREY, ref. 330245 WHITE, ref. 330246 SEA, ref. 330247 FUCHSIA

SALON NAIL CLIPS

- For use with the compress: remover, cotton swab, aluminum foil
- Limits remover evaporation
- Increases compress effectiveness
- Reduces design removal time
- Adjustable clamping force
- Conforms to the finger
- Multiple use
- 10 pcs. in a set
  ref. 330183

SILICONE PAD Table protection
- Non-slip
- Resistant to acetone
- Easy to clean
- Dimensions: 40x30 cm
- For taking nail design photographs
  ref. 330184

MANICURE HAND REST
- Silicone, removable cover with logo
- Easy to maintain cleanliness
- White and black
- Dimensions: 220x 80x50 mm
  ref. 330181 - BLACK
  ref. 330180 - WHITE

NAIL FORM BASIC
- For creating salon nails with gel and acrylic systems
- Lengthens the nail plate with hybrid Mega Base
- Internal grooves help place the mold perfectly and form the desired tunnel shape
- Adhesive chosen specifically for the thickness and type of paper
- Holds its shape perfectly during styling
  ref. 330346 - 100 szt
  ref. 330350 - 400 szt

NAIL FILES
- For different styling techniques
- Long lasting and durable
- Can be disinfected and gently washed
- Stearate coated to prevent the wearing down of abrasive material on the nail file
  ref. 330160
  ref. 330161
  ref. 330162
  ref. 330163
  ref. 330164
  ref. 330165
  ref. 330159
  ref. 330115
  ref. 330116

COSMETIC APRON
- The apron is made of material that protects against dirt, dust and preparations used.
- Easy to keep clean.
- The apron has got two large, spacious and usable pockets and adjustment neck strap.
- Metal elements add elegance.
- One size fits all.
  ref. 330244 GREY, ref. 330245 WHITE, ref. 330246 SEA, ref. 330247 FUCHSIA

SALON NAIL CLIPS
- For use with the compress: remover, cotton swab, aluminum foil
- Limits remover evaporation
- Increases compress effectiveness
- Reduces design removal time
- Adjustable clamping force
- Conforms to the finger
- Multiple use
- 10 pcs. in a set
  ref. 330183
GEL BRUSHES

- Perfectly shaped
- Made with high quality bristles, elastic and resilient to damage
- The specially conically arranged bristle fibers: thicker at the base and thinner at the ends guarantee stability and allow for precise application of product
- The extremely thin and delicate bristle ends are ideal for application of gel
- With a wooden handle

GEL BRUSH 090 4
Bristles arranged in a flat stack, with a semi-circular end, length 14 mm
ref. 330307

GEL BRUSH 086 1
Bristles arranged in a flat stack, with a semi-circular end, length 14 mm
ref. 330308

GEL BRUSH 090 1
Bristles arranged in a flat stack, with a straight end, length 10 mm. Recommended for “one stroke” designs.
ref. 330309

GEL BRUSH 092 4
Bristles arranged in a flat stack, with a straight end, length 10 mm.
ref. 330310

BRUSHES AND ACCESSORIES FOR NAIL ART
IRREPLACEABLE WHEN CREATING PRECISE DESIGNS.
WITH SOFT, IDEALLY ARRANGED BRISTLES. WITH A WOODEN HANDLE.

DESIGN BRUSH 049 2
Designed for nail art as well as combined manicures. The conically shaped bristle head guarantees precision and smoothness of movement. Ideal for extremely thin lines and small designs. Long bristles on a round head, length 11 mm.
ref. 330311

OMBRE DESIGN BRUSH 836 4
A specially designed brush for ombre designs, delicate shading and color distribution. Two different bristle lengths guarantee smoothness and even distribution of product on the nail plate. Bristles arranged in a flat stack, 2 different lengths 6 and 12 mm.
ref. 330312

DOUBLE SIDED NAIL DOTTING TOOL
For application of decorations such as rhinestones and creation of precise patterns, dots and lines. Also ideal for engraving. Ended with different sized balls, the larger with a diameter of 1,32 mm and smaller with 1,10 mm.
ref. 330313
Enjoy your coffee

ADVERTISING MATERIALS

POINT OF PURCHASE

POINT OF SALES MATERIALS